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Spanis h s tudio de s igns s e lf-cooling apartme nt

SPANISH STUDIO DESIGNS SELF-COOLING APARTMENT
SUSTAINABILITY

The Madrid-based architects used open space, breathable materials and a
vertical garden to naturally cool the ﬂat
Spotted: Madrid-based Husos Arquitectos has created an apartment layout that maximises
ventilation so occupants do not need air conditioning. The apartment includes a sleep pod and a
garden irrigated with grey water to conserve resources. The grey water system makes the garden
more sustainable due to Madrid’s water shortages.
The studio created the layout for a heat-sensitive doctor and his dog. The design remade the
traditional, compartmentalised apartment into an open living space with good ventilation. The
architects avoided plaster, using “breathable mortars” for the bathroom, walls and ceilings. The
ﬂoors, storage units and walls are made with plywood and pine.
A vertical garden also helps cool the living space, according to Husos Architects. A speciallydesigned system recycles grey water from the shower to irrigate the plants. “One important aspect
of the apartment’s passive cooling design is a vertical edible garden,” the ﬁrm says. The garden
helps present overheating in the summer “and generally functions as a thermal cushion, cooling the
interior and avoiding the use of air conditioning”.
The 46 sq m apartment includes a sleep pod for naps, a special touch for the doctor who works
nights. The sleep pod also provides space for guests without wasting any of the apartment’s limited

space.
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Takeaway:
Husos Architects addressed three major housing issues with the apartment design: rising
temperatures, lack of space and lack of water. Temperatures are on the rise in Madrid, as they
are in many parts of the world. Architects are increasingly using green technology, design and
eco-friendly materials to oﬀ set the impact of climate change. Springwise has recently spotted
an Indian design studio using local materials to create more sustainable buildings and French
architect has proposed turning the roof of Notre-Dame into an eco-friendly garden.

